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Introduction
What’s up y’all! I hope you are all having a wonderful 2022 year. This is the new
Histor, Brennan Cross. We are almost done with the spring semester, and we have
grinded to make this one of the better semesters in Sigma Theta history.

The Process
The process has just begun for the 2022 Spring Pledge class (Alpha Lambda) and
we have initiated 3 new members into the fraternity. Pictured from left to right:
Nick A., Mekhi Perkins, Yorel Smalls. The golden eagle of the Alpha Lambda
class was Nick. The boys thrived during the process and were one of the tighest
knit pledge classes over the past couple years. They are eager to begin their
journey is this brotherhood.
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New E-Board
This past week the chapter elected the new E-board for the 2022-23 school year.
The following fraters have shown good leadership qualities in order to take on
these positions:
Emanuel Johnson– Prytanis
Chicken “Joseph” Stratis- Epiprytanis
Yorel Smalls- Grammateus
David Ryan- Crysopholos
Eric Pappalardo- Pylortes
Caden Vines- Hypophetes
Mike Milosevski- Hegemon
Neil Morris- Histor

Alumni Opportunities
Alumni Weekend for this semester will be the weekend of April 22nd-April24th.
Here is the following schedule for Alumni Weekend:
Friday night- Ralphs
Saturday- St. Jude Open
Sunday- Wellness Center Pool
If there are any alumni that want to get in contact with the chapter or get more
involved, please reach out to either myself or the current Prytanis so we can help
get you in touch with the right members of the organization. The alumni play a
big role in the current status of the chapter and the actives would love to get to
know more of the alumni.

St. Jude Open
On April 23rd, the Sigma Theta chapter will be hosting the First Annual Saint
Jude Open. The flyers have been released and will be updated to Facebook with
the reservation form so you can either sponsor or sign up to play in the
tournament. ALL proceeds will be going to St. Jude to help support our
philanthropy cause. Here is the following link to register to play or sign up to
sponsor our great event: St. Jude Open Form
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RCB
Red Carnation Ball
happened this past
weekend down in Indian
Shores Beach. The boys
had a wonderful time
celebrating the end of the
year with everyone. Tyler
Bourdeau took home the
most awards with Brother
of the Year, Top Recruiter
and the Apollo Award. If
any of the alumni would
like to attend or help
fundraise/set up the RCB
for next year please give
me our new social chair,
Angelo Alessandro a ring.

RLC 2022
The boys went up to Buckhead, Atlanta for RLC 2022. They had a good time and
took back a lot of experience to help lead the chapter in the future. Grand council
members were congratulating the chapter and giving lots of advice to the new
guys. Our providence advisor was pleased with the way our chapter conducted
business.
“RLC was a great opportunity in which I learned valuable skills to apply to my
fraternity and my life while being able to network and connect with like-minded
individuals” -Benjamin Zonic
“RLC was an experience I will never forget. I got to meet other fraters in the bond
from all over the country, and got to talk to some motivational speakers who have
helped guide me with insight for my chapter as well as my life” –Ely Oliveri

Financial Standpoint
As we are nearing the end of the 2022 Spring semester, we as a chapter are
hoping the alumni can help us with some donations that will ultimately benefit the
chapter not only for this semester, but also for the next few semesters as well. The
chapter has been coming up with creative ways to produce money, and we have
raised good amounts for the chapter. With the help from everyone we can turn
this crisis around. $10 $25 $50 or more will help us a ton! If you would like to
help in any way you can please feel free to make this courteous donation to our
Venmo @SLU-TKE or our Cash app which is $TylerBourdeau

